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eal estate is typically the
corporate function with
the largest capital requirements with the longest
tenures. The human
resources and IT implications of the
changing work force are significant but
generally can be rapidly adjusted. While
longer commitments in real estate
generally lead to lower costs, CFOs
want leased space, building purchases
and renovation strategies alike to last
as long as their corresponding capital
commitments. With these timelines,
it becomes both financially and culturally important to look at the demographics of the work force of five, 10
and 15 years from today. Companies
like Yum! Brands/Pizza Hut, KeyBank
and Summit Law Group are already
incorporating this into their real estate
strategic plans.
Consider this: In 2010, Baby Boomers

and Generation X together represented
the vast majority of the work force.
Sometime around 2016, demographics will shift so that the Millennial
Generation will represent more than
half of the work force. Will the real
estate commitments you’re making
today remain relevant to this new
work force?
Anticipating work force demographic
shifts can reduce the likelihood of
retrofitting from routine moves, adds
and changes that add up over time.
Following are some steps you can take
to shape a long-term, multi-generational
corporate real estate (CRE) strategy:
• Understand the changing demographics of your workplace.
• Prioritize productivity over tradition.
• Acknowledge the coming war for
talent.
• Align space with demographics and
corporate culture.
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Understand Demographics
in the Workplace
Understanding the different workplace
preferences of Boomers, Gen-Xers and
Millennials is an important first step
toward making sound real estate decisions. Listen not just to their attributes
but specifically to how generational preferences can be translated into CRE value.
The Baby Boomer generation is generally defined as babies born between
1950 and the early 60s; Gen-X refers
to those born between the mid-60s
and the early 80s; and Gen-Y, or the
Millennials, refers to people born
between the early 80s to the early
2000s. While some Boomers still look
for corner offices, members of Gen-Y
seek flexibility in how and where they
work, as well as the choice to interact
during their workday. Leaders in their
30s and 40s represent everything on the
spectrum in between. Also, personal

A view of Yum/Pizza Hut’s open collaboration area in its headquarters location

versus professional boundaries differ
significantly among the generations.
Baby Boomers view home, work and
play as distinct activities and places.
Millennials embrace overlap between
work, home and community, while
Gen-X tends to struggle with balancing
these boundaries.
In a recent Knoll study, the three
different generations rated six characteristics of the workplace in order of
importance to them. The findings support the fact that companies may have
to change if they have been structured
to best suit baby boomers. One of the
findings stated, “Generation Y rates
the importance of having an ‘engaging workplace’ highest and ‘quality of
meeting rooms’ lowest. Baby Boomers
rate these features almost opposite
of how Generation Y rates them.”
Another finding discovered was that
Generation Y respondents did not

care how messy work areas are, while
Baby Boomers do care, a lot. (Source:
Generational Preferences: A Glimpse
into the Future Office).

Prioritize Productivity
over Tradition
If your people are your most expensive resource, get the most from that
investment by giving them an optimized environment for your corporate
culture – and its demographics. Work
with human resources and IT to implement mobility strategies that empower
employees to accomplish the most,
addressing choice and flexibility. Giving
individual users the ability to move easily between individual and team areas
supports not only a more productive
day, but it also changes the perspective that work happens only in a formal
work environment. Proactively tracking
where people work within these choices
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can also reduce shadow vacancy, or
offices that are assigned but go unused.
Such spaces are a major challenge in
multi-generational environments.
The Callison design of Pizza Hut/
YUM! Restaurants International’s new
Dallas headquarters strives to support
both generational choices and mobility strategies. The cafeteria is one of
the many common spaces used by all
employees, also serving as a flexible
collaboration space. Throughout the
combined headquarters, formal and
impromptu meeting spaces were woven
into the receipe of the office space,
designed to encourage interaction and
to support a culture of world-class
research and development. Different
furniture groupings accommodated different personalities and demographics.
Another way to drive productivity
across generations is to allow function
to trump title within the real estate
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Doing What It Takes

address both the IT recruiting problem
portfolio. While Baby Boomer employAlign Space with Demographics
and to consider alternative real estate,
ees “came up in the business” expectand Group Corporate Culture
mobility and corporate cultural options. Depending on the demographics of a
ing to earn more windows and larger
The group considered transforming the
offices as they climbed the corporate
company, its values and culture will
space or moving the location from subladder, that concept no longer works
be impacted by the balance of Baby
in most firms. Now, rather than corre- urban Washington to downtown Seattle. Boomers, Gen-Xers and Gen-Yers who
In the case of Cleveland, Ohio-based
lating space to title, ask, “If you don’t
work there. For Gen-X and Gen-Y,
KeyBank, two new facilities designs
manage people, do you really need a
sustainability is a core value. The real
are responding to the needs of its work
private office? What is the work that
estate portfolio is clearly one place
force. The design solutions provided in
you do?” This concept may be easy to
where a firm can demonstrate its comthe new Higbee Building in Cleveland
explain to Gen-X and Gen-Y employmitment, both in its size and shape,
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and another office environment
in 12:26 asPMwell
ees but could be more challenging
to
as within
its facilities manageBoomers. One major manument practices (i.e., a highly
facturer took a step in this
visible recycling program
direction a few years ago
or building automation sysby moving a portion of its
tems). A firm with a strong
engineers from traditional
Gen-X contingent may look
suburban office space to
into how it can do well by
work areas adjacent to the
doing good and align its real
factory floors. This move
estate strategy with its comallowed their function to
mitment to corporate social
drive location and reduced
responsibility programs.
“white-collar” versus
For Gen-Y, work-life balToday’s commercial real estate environment is like
“blue-collar” assumptions.
ance plays a key role in job
no other experienced during our lifetime. That’s
satisfaction, so mobility prowhy now, more than ever, it’s imperative to select
grams can make a substanAcknowledge the
a real estate partner with experience, ingenuity and
tial impact on attracting and
Coming War for Talent
integrity. Personalized service, a global perspective
retaining those employees.
It may seem difficult to
and a creative approach to real estate solutions are
more than just a philosophy... it is the only way we
Multi-generational chalconsider competing for
do business.
lenges always take place
employees a serious issue in
within the context of the
today’s high-unemployment
Arthur J. Rogers & Co. –
brand and the corporate
economy, but since real
Creating solutions for today’s
culture, of course – and the
estate decisions outlast ecocommercial real estate market.
varying cultures of the organomic cycles, a sound real
nization’s many divisions.
estate strategy will consider
Space that lives a brand can
tomorrow’s hot-button
play a unifying role. At the
issues. With one financial
Pizza Hut/Yum! Restaurants
client, Norman Partners
International headquarters,
employed a real estate stratthe facility is a blended
egy to transform a typical
Property Management • Brokerage • Receiverships •
Construction • Facility Management
headquarters for both the
suburban office environPizza Hut group and the parment to a technology and
ent company, so the space
mobility-friendly location
in general and the lobby
that would attract young
in particular were designed to convey
Kansas City deliver a high level of pertalent to the corporation’s technolthat unifying message. In a different
sonal choice in how employees choose
ogy group. Faced with competing with
type of example, law firms tend to have
Google and other technology companies to work. Individual offices are smaller
conservative corporate cultures, a high
and now placed in the interior, and
for talent, the challenge was to change
need for privacy and, yet, a younger
the office space so that rather than offer- workstations are also smaller but are
configured and appointed for maximum work force. To balance these factors,
ing potential employees a traditional
Summit Law Group’s new offices give
space in a traditional industry, the space effectiveness in their respective footeveryone a private office of equal size
print. Collaborative spaces – open and
would be competitive with technology
(approximately 130 square feet/12
closed – huddle rooms and café-like
firms competing with them for IT prosquare meters), complemented by lots
spaces all support the work force and
fessionals. To do so, Norman Partners
of collaborative spaces.
visitors to the space.
established a SWAT team to help
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Cafe area in KeyBank’s offices in the Higbee Building in downtown Cleveland, Ohio

Sell It to the C-Suite
Even given these differences, it is possible not just to create inviting offices
for the multi-generational work force
but also to realize strategic corporate objectives and financial goals.
Planning ahead will empower you to
make investments in your real estate
today that will allow your space to
reflect your company demographics
of both today and tomorrow. After all,
you don’t want to wake up and realize
you are carrying a 30 percent vacancy
across the portfolio. Now is the real
estate market in which to invest in
making your space a place in which
employees look forward to working and collaborating for years – and
decades – to come.
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For more information on this topic, please visit CoreNet Global’s Knowledge
Center Online.
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